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Balance Chemical Equation - Online Balancer. By using this website, you signify your
acceptance of Terms and Conditions and Privacy Policy. Info: Fe s O2 g might be an improperly
capitalized: Fe S O2 g Instructions and examples below may help to solve this problem You can
always ask for help in the forum. Instructions on balancing chemical equations: Enter an
equation of a chemical reaction and click 'Balance'. The answer will appear below Always use
the upper case for the first character in the element name and the lower case for the second
character. If you do not know what products are enter reagents only and click 'Balance'. In many
cases a complete equation will be suggested. Reaction stoichiometry could be computed for a
balanced equation. Enter either the number of moles or weight for one of the compounds to
compute the rest. Limiting reagent can be computed for a balanced equation by entering the
number of moles or weight for all reagents. Contact us. How to cite? Org online education free
homework help chemistry problems questions and answers. As the mineral known as hematite ,
Fe 2 O 3 is the main source of iron for the steel industry. Fe 2 O 3 is readily attacked by acids.
Iron III oxide is often called rust , and to some extent this label is useful, because rust shares
several properties and has a similar composition; however, in chemistry, rust is considered an
ill-defined material, described as Hydrous ferric oxide. Fe 2 O 3 can be obtained in various
polymorphs. That is, each Fe center is bound to six oxygen ligands. It occurs naturally as the
mineral hematite which is mined as the main ore of iron. Its magnetic properties are dependent
on many factors, e. It is metastable and converted from the alpha phase at high temperatures. It
occurs naturally as the mineral maghemite. It is ferromagnetic and finds application in
recording tapes, [13] although ultrafine particles smaller than 10 nanometers are
superparamagnetic. It can be prepared by thermal dehydratation of gamma iron III
oxide-hydroxide. Several other phases have been identified or claimed. It can be prepared by
reduction of hematite by carbon, [ clarification needed ] pyrolysis of iron III chloride solution, or
thermal decomposition of iron III sulfate. Material with a high proportion of epsilon phase can be
prepared by thermal transformation of the gamma phase. It can also be prepared by oxidation of
iron in an electric arc or by sol-gel precipitation from iron III nitrate. Additionally, at high
pressure an amorphous form is claimed. Molten Fe 2 O 3 is expected to have a coordination
number of close to 5 oxygen atoms about each iron atom, based on measurements of slightly
oxygen deficient supercooled liquid iron oxide droplets, where supercooling circumvents the
need for the high oxygen pressures required above the melting point to maintain stoichiometry.
Several hydrates of Iron III oxide exists. When alkali is added to solutions of soluble Fe III salts,
a red-brown gelatinous precipitate forms. Several forms of the hydrated oxide of Fe III exist as
well. The most important reaction is its carbothermal reduction , which gives iron used in
steel-making:. Another redox reaction is the extremely exothermic thermite reaction with
aluminium. This process is used to weld thick metals such as rails of train tracks by using a
ceramic container to funnel the molten iron in between two sections of rail. Thermite is also
used in weapons and making small-scale cast-iron sculptures and tools. Iron III oxide is
insoluble in water but dissolves readily in strong acid, e. It also dissolves well in solutions of
chelating agents such as EDTA and oxalic acid. Iron III oxide is a product of the oxidation of
iron. It can be prepared in the laboratory by electrolyzing a solution of sodium bicarbonate , an
inert electrolyte, with an iron anode:. The overwhelming application of iron III oxide is as the
feedstock of the steel and iron industries, e. A very fine powder of ferric oxide is known as
"jeweler's rouge", "red rouge", or simply rouge. It is used to put the final polish on metallic
jewelry and lenses , and historically as a cosmetic. Rouge cuts more slowly than some modern
polishes, such as cerium IV oxide , but is still used in optics fabrication and by jewelers for the
superior finish it can produce. When polishing gold, the rouge slightly stains the gold, which
contributes to the appearance of the finished piece. Rouge is sold as a powder, paste, laced on
polishing cloths, or solid bar with a wax or grease binder. Other polishing compounds are also
often called "rouge", even when they do not contain iron oxide. Jewelers remove the residual
rouge on jewelry by use of ultrasonic cleaning. Products sold as " stropping compound" are
often applied to a leather strop to assist in getting a razor edge on knives, straight razors, or
any other edged tool. Iron oxides are used as pigments in dental composites alongside titanium
oxides. Hematite is the characteristic component of the Swedish paint color Falu red. Iron III
oxide was the most common magnetic particle used in all types of magnetic storage and
recording media, including magnetic disks for data storage and magnetic tape used in audio
and video recording as well as data storage. Its use in computer disks was superseded by
cobalt alloy, enabling thinner magnetic films with higher storage density. Calamine lotion, used
to treat mild itchiness , is chiefly composed of a combination of zinc oxide , acting as astringent
, and about 0. The red color of iron III oxide is also mainly responsible for the lotion's pink color.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Fe2O3. Chemical compound. This
article is about a red-colored oxide of iron. For other uses, see Red Iron. CAS Number.
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sensors play a vital role in both engine management and emissions control. Your Santa Fe can
exhibit symptoms when the Oxygen sensor has gone bad. Or, it may exhibit none at all. Often
enough, the only sign of the problem at all is the service engine soon light being on. Most of the
time, the check engine light will come on. The trouble codes associated with the OBDII scan will
reveal which sensor is at fault and why it is bad at least what the computer thinks is wrong. It is
very rare for there to be a problem with an oxygen sensor, and not have the check engine light
come on. More often than not, when an oxygen sensor in your Santa Fe goes bad, it will throw a
diagnostic trouble code. There are many oxygen sensor related codes. For instance, an oxygen
sensor at bank 1 â€” sensor 1 would be:. A bad oxygen sensor can affect the mixture greatly.
There could also potentially be raw fuel that enters the exhaust. This fuel can hurt the catalytic
converter. One of the most common symptoms that an oxygen sensor has gone bad is exhaust
that does not smell good. This is especially true if the mixture ends up too lean. While a rough
running engine can be a sign of a bad oxygen sensor, it is often a sign of a misfire as well.
Without a check engine light, it can be tough to lock down exactly what would cause the vehicle
to fail, but oxygen sensors are one of the more common causes. It is smart to use a scan tool to
determine whether or not there is an OBDII trouble code associated with any of the sensors.
Good luck diagnosing your Santa Fe! This means that you need to look up the firing order for
your particular model year and engine. Bad Smelling Exhaust One of the most common
symptoms that an oxygen sensor has gone bad is exhaust that does not smell good. We use
cookies to help you get the best experience from our site and show you more relevant products.
Carry on browsing without changing your settings if you agree to our use of cookies. See our
cookie policy and find out how to manage cookies. The cookies we use include analytics and
advertising cookies. You have been successfully logged out. You still have items in your
basket. Order by midnight for free next working day delivery. Stores nearest to " ". You'll need
to confirm your click and collect selection at check-out. Before you can get your watch, you'll
need to buy an iPhone 6s or newer Apple Watch Series 4 also compatible with iPhone 6 , with an
O2 Pay Monthly tariff. Once you've done that, come back and you can add your watch. Already
got an iPhone, but looking for a new sim only deal? See our Pay Monthly sims. To complete
your Apple Watch order, you'll need to have an existing Direct Debit set up on your account. If
you haven't already got a Direct Debit with us, call us on for free from your O2 mobile, and we'll
get you set up. How to set up a Direct Debit. Your phone almost never leaves your hand, so it
should be a seamless addition to your style. Choose from a wide range of on-trend hues with a
sleek matte finish, from big and bold to subtle and classic. Three camera on the rear let you get
that professional, nofilter worthy shot with ease. The 12MP Ultra-wide lens is perfect for those

full frame landscape snaps and clear-as-day Night Mode is ideal for those late night-early
mornings. Galaxy S20 FE gives a sharper than sharp display and a Super-Fast Hz adaptive
refresh rate that makes scrolling through your social feeds ultra-smooth. With a 6. With bigger
pixels and enhanced camera AI, the rear camera on Galaxy S20 FE 5G adjusts to pull in light
even when it's dark so your shots come out detailed and colourful. Hybrid Sim slot and E-Sim
compatible. Find out more. Learn more. View your bills, see your data usage, check your
upgrade options and more. Just sign in to My O2 online, or get the app for free. Our top pick.
See o2. O2 Refresh custom plans: Direct purchases only. Pay the cash price for your device or
spread the cost over 3 to 36 months excludes dongles. The device cost will be the same
whatever you choose. There may be an upfront cost. You need a monthly rolling Airtime Plan as
long as you have a Device Plan. Pay off your Device Plan at any time and you can choose to
keep your Airtime Plan, upgrade, or leave. If your Airtime Plan ends for any reason you will need
to pay your Device Plan in full. The minutes and texts included in your tariff can be used in the
UK and when roaming in our Europe Zone. Inclusive minutes can be used for calls to standard
landlines and mobiles, but not special numbers see below for more details. Picture messages
will cost you an extra 65p per message. Applies to calls made in in the UK and when roaming in
our Europe Zone to standard landlines and mobiles. Minute minimum charges apply. Tariffs
include unlimited texts when purchased with a smartphone, or texts with tablets and mobile
broadband devices Note: iPad does not support SMS functionality. Text messages are charged
at 15p per message thereafter. Tariffs for connected smartwatches do not include texts. Calls to
your voicemail are included in your bundled minutes, then 55p per minute thereafter. Except on
the unlimited minute tariffs when voicemail is free. UK and Europe Zone data usage only. Data
used while outside of our Europe Zone is not included. Applies if a data bundle Bolt On is not
chosen. Calls to only. Watch and record in full 4K on a huge 6. We now have 5G in parts of most
major UK towns and cities, as well many other smaller towns and villages. To find out more,
visit You can switch between the two with the Samsung dual SIM feature, all on one device. Our
flexible custom plans put you in control. Design a plan to suit your needs by choosing how
much you want to pay upfront and spreading the cost of your monthly bills. Find out more at o2.
Direct purchases only. The cost of your Device will be the same however long you choose. A
minimum upfront cost may apply. You need a monthly rolling Airtime Plan for the length of the
Device Plan. Pay off your Device Plan at any time without charge. You can then keep on your
Airtime Plan, upgrade or leave. If your Airtime Plan ends for any reason including for switching
to another operator you will need to pay your Device Plan in full. Fair Usage policy applies.
Special and out of bundle numbers chargeable. Change your airtime tariff after 30 days and then
once every billing month during your minimum contract period, choosing from a selected family
of tariffs. Some tariff extras are only available on the starting tariff, are not transferable, and
may be lost if you change to an ineligible tariff. Devices are subject to availability. Terms apply,
see o2. Fair use policy applies, personal and non-commercial usage only. If you regularly use
GB of data per month or tether 12 or more devices we may consider this to be non permitted
use and have the right to move you to a more suitable plan. For full terms see Find out more o2.
Pay the cash price for your device or spread the cost over 3 to 48 months for the iPad Pro UK
data only for tablets and pocket hotspots. Devices subject to availability. Finance subject to
status and credit checks. Direct Debit. Pay off your Device Plan at any time and you can choose
to keep your Airtime Plan, upgrade or leave. Skip to main content. Cookies on O2 We use
cookies to help you get the best experience from our site and show you more relevant products.
Ready to check out? Check for stock in your nearest store? See when you can collect this
device from your nearest store. Please enter your postcode instead. Town or postcode Find. At
the end of the checkout process, you can book an O2 Guru to help you set up your phone.
Stores nearest to. Already with O2? Existing Customers. New Customers. Choose an iPhone. All
in one place. Customise your plan Choose your upfront cost, Device Plan length and data
allowance. Vibrant colours to suit your style. Snappy features, sharper pictures. Immersive 6.
For the night owls. Vivid clear night photos. See more features. Vibrant colours to suit your
style Your phone almost never leaves your hand, so it should be a seamless addition to your
style. Snappy features, sharper pictures Three camera on the rear let you get that professional,
nofilter worthy shot with ease. Vivid clear night photos With bigger pixels and enhanced camera
AI, the rear camera on Galaxy S20 FE 5G adjusts to pull in light even when it's dark so your
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shots come out detailed and colourful. Tech specs. Camera 32MP Camera. Charging Times
Fast-charge capable. Weight Weighs g. Screen size 6. See more tech specs. Overall

Specification Battery mAh Dimensions Overall rating. See all reviews. Why O2. Why O2? A
network you can trust. We're here for you whenever you need us. So you can stay connected to
the people that matter. Priority gives you invite-only access to tickets, perks and experiences.
My O2. Our top plan. Related products. Related Products. Samsung Galaxy S21 Ultra 5G. Terms
and exclusions apply. Samsung Galaxy S21 Plus 5G. Samsung Galaxy S21 5G. Terms and
exclusions. The slim, light chassis is water resistant to a maximum of 1. It has a 6. You can get
up-to-date Pay As You Go pricing near the top of the page. The legal bit. Custom plans. Get
Unlimited Data. View all tariffs. See our latest Pay Monthly terms. Calls to 05, 08 and 07 special
numbers including calls and texts to Jersey, Guernsey and Isle of Man landline or mobiles.

